The first premise is that creativity requires a focal perceiver perspective to be determined or assigned. As criteria for perception or judgment, what we currently consider " dimensions" of creativity instead may be " precursors." Ultimately, creativity shifts meaning for the whole culture. The second premise is that creativity requires a temporal perspective: its assessment is time-dependent on the first instance the perceiver notices. If the perceiver accepts the creative " it," then it is shared for others to judge it, creating a diffusion and adaptation process. The strongest form of creativity, then, is when it stands the test of time, goes beyond its own zeitgeist, and is institutionalized for future generations.
.
It is as if, as a scholarly community, we aim to " practice what we preach," in terms of judgment-free divergence or self-expression, to such an extent that we repeatedly fail to converge on common definitions or methods as foundational for further intellectual progress. Rather, we continue to expand the boundaries of the concept of creativity to the point that, perhaps, the word is becoming meaningless. Many correlates, components, aspects, and dimensions of creativity often end up being thought of as creativity itself.
Glăveanu presents more provocative claims and suggestions than I can possibly address in one commentary. Therefore, I take two of his suggestions as premises and elaborate on them to see where they lead. The first premise is that what creativity is depends on who is perceiving or describing it. The second premise is that creativity is timedependent. I base these two premises on Vygotsky's theories of meaning and meaningmaking (Moran & John-Steiner, 2003) by focusing on shift in meaning, which I simply call " it," because it can come in many vehicles. These vehicles are the subject of the " where is creativity?" conundrum (in the person, product, act, etc.; see Csikszentmihalyi, 1996) , which I aim to sidestep by calling the shift in meaning " it."
First, who says "it" is creativity?
In part, whether " it" is creativity depends on the purposes, motives, and perspectives of the person using the term: creativity requires a focal perspective to be determined or assigned. Educators need " mini" and " personal" and " everyday" and " little-c" creativity to be able to have something to study using student or layperson samples. Historians need " historical" or " transformational" or " big-c" creativity to have something to study because the more everyday forms often are not recorded for posterity. Organizational leaders and entrepreneurs need " adaptive" or " middle-c" creativity because their products or services cannot be too familiar nor too unusual or eccentric, or they fail to catch on and be successful in the market in the near term.
Psychology scholars need creativity to be related to mind or behaviour so they can legitimately study it within their field -information processing, aesthetic reaction, judgment, motivation, volition. Sociologists need creativity to be shared and transmitted, perhaps including power gradients, so they can legitimately study the communities and networks that form. Engineers and designers need it to be useful and adaptive; artists need it to be expressive and provocative; city leaders and planners need it to be visible through symbols for creators (as, counterintuitively, " like-minded" creative people can find each other and converge into a class).
As an intellectual exercise, what if we take the word " creativity" away (temporarily), and give different terms to the various manifestations of what is now called creativity?
There is not room in this short commentary to do more than start the thinking and invite the reader to continue with the exploration. We could start with any of the dimensions of creativity and consider whether " it" is creative: novelty and usefulness are the two most common dimensions, but other dimensions that have been considered include aesthetics (beautiful/elegant to repulsive), quality (excellence to mediocrity), effect (redundant/repetitive to transformational), ethic (good/evil), and manifestation (potential to action to artifact).
However, these other dimensions tend to be dismissed based on their inability to distinguish creativity from other concepts, as scholars could come up with examples of creativity at both ends of each spectrum. Creativity can be both beautiful and ugly, good and evil, redundant and transformational, an action that creates an artifact that generates potential, and of varying degrees of quality. But these dimensions are still used depending on the relevance to the specific purpose of the person claiming creativity.
So we return to the novel and the useful as dimensions used as criteria for judgment.
We could argue that usefulness is the more foundational dimension because if " it" is not useful to some entity, it will not be retained or perpetuated -physically, intellectually, socially, culturally, or historically. We have limited resources, and we try not to spend those resources on the useless. Some confusion arises because some examples of creativity involve making an " it" that was formerly considered useless into something useful, even if " it" is not actually novel. Examples include jewellery made from old beer can tabs, purses made from discarded hardbound book covers, effluent used to water lawns, all forms of collages, or failed glue that became Post-It Notes.
Most often, creativity is tied to novelty, unusualness, difference -something that surprises the person who comes across " it" : creativity is in the eye of the beholder, the beholder's background, experience, role/position, and purpose. If " it" is accepted as useful by the beholder and is also the most commonly used option in a culture, it is a convention or habit or norm. If " it" is rejected by a majority in the culture, it is error. If " it" is rejected by many but still persists within the culture through an enclave of accepters, it is eccentricity. If " it" is something that already exists in the culture but is new for me, it is learning.
If " it" is new to expert practitioners within its founding organization and stays within the organization, it is one of the terms used in Sternberg's (1999) propulsion model, such as redirection. If " it" is new to someone outside its founding domain but stays within the domain, it is innovation. If " it" is new to the culture and affects only the person who first considers it, it is insight, If " it" is new to the culture and it is shared and ripples to af-fect the whole culture, it is creativity. In this thought exercise, then, the other terms are not dimensions, aspects, etc. or synonyms for creativity. They are precursors. Creativity is reserved for the " it" that shifts meaning for the whole culture. But by not calling all precursors also creativity, we can build clearer models regarding their relationships. This suggestion does not overcome the tendency for people to use whatever terms carry the most prestige and cache so that they might profit from the " boom time" for the " hot topic." But it does address some theoretical opportunities to define and fill in gaps among the wider array of terms, which using one term for all concepts obfuscates.
Second, when is "it" creativity?
As Glăveanu mentions in several locations in his critique, but never quite converges on, creativity -and many of its precursors -are time-dependent. However, this characteristic need not be framed as something to ignore, control for, or denigrate just because psychologists tend to use statistical models rather than dynamical models. Rather, it is something to embrace as one of the reasons we find creativity both so compelling and yet perplexing, and why our statistical findings often contradict. Understanding a particular creativity " it" depends not only on taking a perceiver perspective, but also a temporal perspective, as an anchor to interpret statistical findings.
Terms related to acceptance of a novelty -learning, innovation, insight, and creativity -usually apply to the first instance " it" is encountered. Furthermore, because we accept " it," we experience " it" as a beginning of a relationship with " it." Acceptance starts a clock, initiates a duration. However, terms related to rejection or containment of a novelty -error, eccentricity -are not often given duration because they are ignored, forgotten, so they do not " start the clock" for the person or group who encountered " it."
There is no further processing, and if further processing is thrust upon the rejecters, they become irritated. The Laggards in product life-cycle or diffusion-of-innovation models (Rogers, 1962) who do not accept the innovation tend to be curmudgeons about " it" as long as it stays popular with other people (just ask the people without smartphones or Facebook pages!).
Acceptance of a novelty for further processing starts a dynamic system of sharing/ diffusing " it" with others as well as use/adaptation of " it." Acceptance is not a moment or a self-contained event, like a date; it's a relationship. If further processing is a requirement of acceptance -for example, sharing " it" creates ripples through a culture mind-bymind -then creativity can't be verified prospectively. It is like a cancer diagnosis: we have tests for various risk factors or markers of the disease, but it is not given the label " cancer" until there is a mass of mutant cells that is malignant and spreadable. Furthermore, unbridled creativity that has no time to settle into new norms or habits will exhaust the resources of individuals and cultures. So perpetual " disruptive innovation" (Christensen, 1997) can upset more than a market, it potentially exhausts a culture.
All of us are " at risk" for causing creativity -a shift of meaning that affects the whole culture -but a culture, like the human body, has an " immune system" to evaluate and possibly destroy meanings that might be corrupting to the culture's institutions. Similarly, all of us are " at risk" for accepting and perpetuating a new meaning or for stopping its spread.
We are a culture's immune system. All of us are contributors to both cultural stability and transformation. The aggregation of our decisions and actions, acceptances and rejections, perpetuating what is already accepted and promoting alternatives, creates creativity.
The final implication of when is " it" creativity is that the highest creativity is when " it" lasts -it stands the test of time, goes beyond its own zeitgeist. In the creativity seminar I teach, I start by defining creativity in terms of what we now consider the most ordinary -the ideas, products, processes that are so common we take them for granted and no longer consciously think about them. Forks, the game of baseball, chairs, the number zero -all were once new to a person, then a group, then a culture, but then were deemed so useful that they ended up losing the title of " creativity." Creativity is like breaking an Olympic record or winning a beauty pageant. The moniker of " creative" -like " record-breaker" or " queen" -lasts for only a short period, but the distinction of having held the title lasts as long as memory or documentation maintains the record of its occurrence. Even though Picasso's paintings or Einstein's theories are no longer cuttingedge in art or physics, they retain the prestige of having caused a large-scale shift in meanings among not only their contemporaries, but also later generations. Counterintuitively, institutionalization of " it" within a culture is the pinnacle of creativity. If " it" lasts, it transcends its own temporal boundaries of being labeled creative, and it casts a long shadow on the future. Unfortunately, using current methods, that shadow only becomes visible and recognized by looking back on and illuminating that future's past.
